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ABSTRACT

Diffuse optical tomography is modelled as an optimization problem to find the absorption and scat-
tering coefficients that minimize the error between the measured photon density function and the
approximated one computed using the coefficients. The problem is composed of two steps: the for-
ward solver to compute the photon density function and its Jacobian (with respect to the coefficients),
and the inverse solver to update the coefficients based on the photon density function and its Jaco-
bian attained in the forward solver. The resulting problem is nonlinear and highly ill-posed. Thus, it
requires large amount of computation for high quality image. As such, for real time application, it is
highly desirable to reduce the amount of computation needed. In this paper, domain decomposition
method is adopted to decrease the computation complexity of the problem. Two level multiplicative
overlapping domain decomposition method is used to compute the photon density function and its
Jacobian at the inner loop and extended to compute the estimated changes in the coefficients in the
outer loop. Local convergence for the two-level space decomposition for the outer loop is shown for
the case when the variance of the coefficients is small.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is a promising medical imaging modality using near infra-red
spectroscopy to ascertain the optical properties of human tissues. It is a noninvasive and inexpensive
alternative to other imaging modalities such as MRI. DOT also provides better functional information
than MRI making it suitable for complementary use in conjunction with other imaging modalities that
may provide better spatial resolution.1–3

The turbid nature of biological tissue makes inverse DOT a nonlinear and ill-posed problem. Hence,
it is a computationally challenging problem that calls for the use of nonlinear minimization methods
with regularization to stabilize the solution.

A popular way of modelling photon propagation in highly scattering media is the frequency-
domain photon diffusion equation derived from a simplifying assumptions applied to photon transport
equation. Based on this forward model, absorption and scattering coefficients are reconstructed to
minimize the error between the measured photon density and the computed photon density.

We now present an overview of our problem formation and the methods used in its solution. The
overall problem is posed as an optimization problem. It is formulated using two coupled steps, aptly
named forward and inverse. Each consists of an iterative solver whose solutions are used as an input
to the other solver. More precisely, the forward solver computes the photon density and its Jacobian
with respect to the optical coefficients, and the inverse solver updates the optical coefficients based
on the output of the forward step. The updated coefficients are then used in the forward solver to
recompute the photon density and its Jacobian and so on.

The computational complexity of DOT reconstruction quickly grows with number of pixels and
dimensions. Thus, real time computation of DOT needs further numerical techniques to simplify
the complexity of the problem. We suggest the use of domain decomposition methods to tackle this
problem. Domain decomposition methods have previously been studied in the area of numerical
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solution to partial differential equations over the last two decades, motivated by the need for fast
and efficient algorithm for solving large-scale, three-dimensional problem. One advantage of domain
decomposition method is that it allows for distributed parallel numerical solvers on smaller sub-
domains, making the computation extremely efficient.

In this paper, we explore the classic Schwarz method, developed largely for solving elliptic problems.
The Schwarz method comes in two flavors, additive and multiplicative.4–9 We chose to adopt the
two-level multiplicative Schwarz method as described in10 to the forward problem. It is known that
multiplicative Schwarz method converges faster than additive Schwarz method.11, 12

Since the photon density function for a given source is shaped like a Green’s function that is
rapidly varying around the source, the contribution from the source in the subdomains far from it are
neglected. As described in10 the two-level multiplicative Schwarz method uses coarse grid correction
applied to the entire domain after performing fine grid solution at each subdomain, accounting for low
frequency errors that are not handled well at the fine grid level, resulting in computational efficiency.

The main focus of this paper is to apply the idea of two-level Domain decomposition to the inverse
solver minimizing optical coefficients. Badea and Tai et al.13–20 have previously applied domain
decomposition techniques to a constrained convex minimization problem coming from variational
inequalities using space decomposition method. It has been shown that multigrid can be viewed as a
special case of such space decomposition.21 We apply this space decomposition idea to DOT imaging.
The present algorithm for inverse solver is as follows. First, we divide the whole domain into disjoint
subdomains considering finite elements as in the forward solver. Second, coarse level image of the
optical coefficients are computed using data restricted to the coarser grid. Third, using coarse level
optical coefficients as initial guess, finer level coefficients are computed at each subdomins. Local
convergence of the inverse solver, when the variance of the optical coefficients are small, is proved
using the abstract convergence theorem presented in.13 It is shown that the two level approach is
indispensable in the algorithm due to the properties of local convergence result.

In summary, two domain decomposition technique are used in the present work. One is the two-
level overlapping domain decomposition method (Algorithm TMODDM) for forward solver and the
other is two-level space decomposition method (Algorithm TMSDM) for inverse solver. We show that
efficiency is gained using these two algorithms with respect to the overall computational complexity
of the problem.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, forward solver based on photon diffu-
sion equation model and minimization formulation of the inverse DOT is described. Two algorithms
applying domain decomposition techniques to the forward and inverse steps of the minimization for-
mulation is presented in Section 3. Finally in Section 4, we summarize the results of implementing
these algorithms for a simulated problem.

2. DIFFUSE OPTICAL TOMOGRAPHY

2.1. Photon Diffusion Equation in Frequency Domain

Propagation of light in biological tissues Ω is described by photon diffusion equation in frequency do-
main derived from the simplest but non-trivial approximation in spherical harmonics of the Boltzmann
equation.

−∇ · (κ(r)∇Φ(r, ω)) + µaΦ(r, ω) +
iω

c
Φ(r, ω) = q0(r, ω) r ∈ Ω (2.1a)

Φ(r, ω) + 2a
∂Φ(r, ω)

∂ν
= 0 r ∈ ∂Ω (2.1b)

where Φ is the photon density, i.e. an integration of the number of photon per unit sphere, and
µa, µ′s, κ = 1

3(µa+µ′s) are the absorption coefficient, the reduced scattering coefficient and the diffusion



coefficient, respectively. The constant a, is related to the refraction on the boundary and q0 is a source
term. (2.1b) is called Robin boundary condition, which restricts the inward directed current to zero.

Usual assumption for the source term q0(r, ω) = δ(r − r0) located at some point in Ω is made.
Consider Ns sources and Nd detectors at the boundary of Ω. Let the photon density for each source
term qj(r, ω) = δ(r − rj), j = 1, · · · , Ns be Φj . The measured boundary quantity is the normal
component of the photon current, defined as the average number of photon in a given direction or
simply 1

2aΦj due to Robin boundary condition (2.1b). Let detectors be mi, i = 1, · · · , Nd. Then
measured data at the boundary is described by Ns ∗ Nd column vector Φij = Φj(mi) for ij =
j + Nd ∗ (i − 1) for given κ and µa. Let measured data at i-th detector and j-th source be Γij .
Diffuse optical tomography is interpreted as finding the coefficients κ and µa in some admissible class
to minimize the square error between measured data Γij and the computed data Φij [κ, µa] attained
by solving (2.1).

2.2. Forward solver using finite element method and adjoint method
In this section, solution to forward problem is described for computing the boundary data and its
Jacobian. Finite element method is used to solve for the photon densities and adjoint method is used
to compute the Jacobian.

Consider the finite element space with basis functions u′i, i
′ = 1, · · · , Nn for some positive number

Nn. Then the finite element formulation for (2.1) in this finite element space for j-th source (j =
1, · · · , Ns) is as follows:

[K(κ) + C(µa) + 1/(2a)A + iω/cB] Φj = qj (2.2)

where

Ki′j′ =
∫

Ω

κ∇u′i∇u′j

Ci′j′ =
∫

Ω

µau′iu
′
j

Bi′j′ =
∫

Ω

u′iu
′
j

Ai′j′ =
∫

∂Ω

u′iu
′
j

for Nn×Nn matrices K, C, B,A and indices i′, j′ = 1, · · · , Nn. By restricting Φj on detectors mi, i =
1, · · · , Nd, we obtain the boundary measurement data Γij .

To implement the minimization procedure for optical coefficients, aside from computing Γij ob-
tained from (2.2), the derivative of Γij with respect to the optical coefficients is needed. If we use
Newton quotient for the computation of the derivative, computational burden increases proportional
to the number of dimension of the space of optical coefficients. To reduce the computational burden,
Jacobian is computed by the adjoint method using Born approximation. Born approximation is based
on the assumption that the variance of optical coefficients and related photon densities are small as
in.22 This smallness assumption will be important factor in Section 3.2. Suppose piecewise linear
finite element P1 or piecewise bilinear finite element Q1 is used. Suppose further that the diffusion
and absorption coefficients are constant in each finite element. Let Ne be the number of finite element
in Ω and the derivative of Γij with respect to the coefficients be J . Then J is (Ns ∗ Nd) × (2 ∗ Ne)
matrix. For j-th source, i-th detector, and k-th element, J is computed by

J(ij, k) = 1/(2a)
Nn∑

l,m=1

Φ∗l,iVk(l, m)Φm,j (2.3a)

J(ij, Ne + k) = 1/(2a)
Nn∑

l,m=1

Φ∗l,iVNe+k(l, m)Φm,j (2.3b)



where

Vk(l, m) =
∫

Tk

∇ul∇um

VNe+k(l, m) =
∫

Tk

ulum

for k-th element Tk.

2.3. DOT as a nonlinear ill-posed optimization problem

As stated in the introduction, DOT is a nonlinear ill-posed problem. Thus, regularization is needed
to constrain and stabilize the solution. We chose Tikhonov type regularization. Newton-type, trust
region method is used, which gives good results for large-scale constrained optimization problem of
the type considered in this paper.

Given forward solver computing photon densities Γij at the boundary ∂Ω ( and its Jacobian Jij,k

), optical coefficients are estimated by the following inverse problem minimizing the error between
measured boundary data and solution of the forward solver. Let V be some admissible space of
optical coefficients κ and µa.

minκ,µa∈V F (κ, µa), F (κ, µa) =
1
2

Ns∑

j=1

Nd∑

i=1

(
Φi,j(κ, µa)− Γi,j

σ

)2

+ αΥ(κ, µa), (2.4)

where σ is a standard deviation, α is the regularization parameter, and Υ is some measure in V . For
the computational convenience assume σ = 1 for the rest of this paper.

The unique identification of κ and µa in (2.1) for infinite sources and infinite measurements when
ω 6= 0 can be easily shown by using the uniqueness results for isotropic case23 or for the case having
anisotropic anomalies.24–26 But the uniqueness of κ, µa is not known generally for the finite sources
and detectors. Thus the unique solvability of (2.4) is not assured leading to the ill-posedness of the
DOT problem. But local uniqueness and convergence of (2.4) having positive Tikhonov regularization
parameter is attained using local strong convexity of the operator F , which will be shown in (3.3).

The method of solving (2.4) is composed of two steps; the step to find the minimizing directions δκ
and δµa at the current coefficients κ and µa and the step to perform line search on those minimizing
directions. In the Newton-type method, minimizing direction is −(F ′′)−1F ′, where F ′ and F ′′ are
gradient and Hessian of F with respect to κ and µa. One of efficient Newton-type method is a trust
region method which computes the following minimization problem

min

{
s ∈ W, ||Ds|| ≤ ∆

∣∣∣∣
1
2
stF ′′s + stF ′

}
(2.5)

where D is scaling matrix, ∆ is a trust region parameter, and W is a subspace of V . To avoid heavy
computation, two dimensional subspace composed of gradient direction and approximate Newton
direction is chosen for subspace W .27

3. DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUES FOR DIFFUSE OPTICAL
TOMOGRAPHY

In this section, we describe the two domain decomposition methods considered in this paper, as applied
to forward and inverse solutions.



3.1. Two level multiplicative overlapping domain decomposition method

In forward solver of DOT formulation, we must find photon densities at detectors for all sources and
compute its Jacobian with respect to the optical coefficients. Using adjoint method addressed in the
previous section, computing Jacobian is straightforward by (2.3) given that photon densities for all
sources and for all detectors (assuming detectors as virtual sources) are computed. A commonly used
method for computing photon densities is via finite element method as in (2.2). In addition, we apply
domain decomposition method to (2.2) in order to reduce the computation complexity of the problem.

The shape of photon density has a peak around the source and decrease rapidly far from the source.
Thus one level multiplicative Schwarz method is not sufficient, since the domain far from the sources
may neglect the existence of the sources, especially in the case where there are multiple subdomains.
Hence we suggest two-level multiplicative overlapping domain decomposition method with following
algorithm:

Algorithm TMODDM

1. Initialization Define subdomains, overlapping regions, maximum number of iterations.

2. Coarse grid correction Implement coarse grid correction using restriction and interpolation
operators.

3. Subdomain correction Update photon densities for all sources at each subdomains. To use
adjoint method, also compute photon densities for all detectors assuming detector as virtual
source.

4. Stopping condition Iterate Coarse grid correction and Subdomain correction until
maximum number of iteration is reached or the difference between the newly updated and
previous photon densities in the overlapping region is sufficiently small.

5. Boundary measurement data Compute Γ by restricting photon densities to the detectors on
the boundary

6. Jacobian Compute Jacobian J using adjoint method (2.3).

Suppose that Ω is a square in Rn, n = 2, 3 discretized with Nn mesh. Using a banded direct solver
requires O(N2n) floating points operations. But if two-level Schwarz method with d decomposition
of the domain is used, then the complexity is reduced to O(N2n

d + Nn + d2). If we use parallel
computation with d computers, each computer needs less than O(N2n

d2 + Nn + d2). Note that the
number of iteration M is bounded independent of Nn, d and Nn/d by the above result. Assuming
d << Nn, we can get approximately M

d times O(N2n) complexity for the present method in serial
computing, and M

d2n times O(N2n) for the present method in parallel computing without considering
data communication. By using multiple subdomains for the present method we achieve significant
decrease in computational costs.

3.2. Two level multiplicative space decomposition method

We now describe the algorithm used in the inverse solver in detail. Assume κ and µa are piecewise
constant in each elements and let κ and µa be some constant κl and (µa)l at l-th element. Take

V = {x = (κ, µa)|L ≤ κl, (µa)l ≤ U} and ||x||V =
√∑Ne

l=1 κ2
l + (µa)2l and Υ(x) = 1

2 ||x||2V . Then by
simple computation,

Υ′(x) = x, Υ′′(x) = I2Ne. (3.1)

where I2Ne is 2Ne× 2Ne identity matrix.



Let b = Φ(κ, µa)−Γ and the Hessian of b with respect to κ, µa be H, then F ′ and F ′′ are computed
as follows:

F ′(x) = J(x)tb(x) + αx, F ′′(x) = J(x)tJ(x) + H(x)b(x) + αI2Ne (3.2)

Note that since Jacobian J , which is independent of δx in (2.3) by Born approximation, is given the
Hessian H vanishes. Thus we get

(σ2 + α)||y||2V ≤ ytF ′′(x)y ≤ (σ1 + α)||y||2V for x, y ∈ V and x is small. (3.3)

for largest singular value σ1 and smallest singular value σ2 of J . If Ns ∗Nd < 2Ne, σ2 = 0. Even in
the case that Ns∗Nd ≥ 2Ne it is not clear that σ2 > 0. However, with the aid of Tikhonov parameter
α > 0, we can get strong convexity of F , from which follows that C ′||x||2V ≤ xtF ′′(x)x for positive
number C ′.

Convergence analysis for the space decomposition technique is based mostly on the strong convexity
of objective function F . Which means that since in our case we derived the strong convexity result (3.3)
from Born approximation, the convergence hold only if there is but a small variance in the optical
coefficients x. Thus we need some modification on the previous approach to space decomposition
technique. We need a good initial guess for the optical coefficients to be minimized. Incited by
Algorithm TMODDM, coarse level optimized optical coefficients is used as an initial guess. As far
as the authors’ knowledge, how close these initial coarse level solutions are to the true finer level
coefficients is not known. For the present work, we have assumed that this is sufficiently close to
guarantee local convergence.

Let Ω be the sum of nonoverlapping d subdomains Ωm,m = 1, · · · , d and the number of finite
elements in each subdomain Ωm be Nem. Then it is obvious that Ne =

∑d
m=1 Ned. The coarse level

approximation of the coefficients are computed using the boundary data Γc
ij on a coarse grid by using

restriction operator to the measured data Γij used in Algorithm TMODDM.

Algorithm TMSDM

1. Initialization Choose subdomains, maximum number of iteration.

2. Restriction Restrict Γij to coarse level Ω. Let Γc
ij be this restriction boundary data.

3. Coarse level correction Find coefficients xc at this coarse level from Γc
ij using Algorithm

TMODDM.

4. Upsampling Compute upsampled data x from xc at coarse level.

5. Subspace correction Using x as an initial guess, update at all subdomains sequentially or
parallel also using Algorithm TMODDM.

6. Downsampling If maximum number of iteration is reached or stopping condition is satisfied,
stop. Otherwise, downsample x to xc to coarse level and go to 3 using xc as an initial guess.

Roughly speaking, the computational advantage of space decomposition is as follows. Assume we
use Newton direction for minimizing direction of (2.4) at each iterative step. Then we must compute
h satisfying

(J tJ + αI2Ne)h = J tb. (3.4)

(3.4) is solved by preconditioned conjugate gradient method and preconditioner is chosen by con-
sidering the structure of J . Assuming this preconditioned matrix computation is of order O(Ne4)
similar to band solver without space decomposition, the total computation for Algorithm TMSDM
for (3.4) is O(d ∗ (Ne

d )4 + (Ne
2 )4) = ( 1

d3 + 1
16 )O(Ne4) for serial computing and ( 1

d4 + 1
16 )O(Ne4) for



parallel computing. Thus the numerical efficiency is greatly increased for small increase in number of
subdomains.

The local linear convergence of Algorithm TMSDM is shown below using Theorem 3.1. in.13

Theorem 1. Let κn and µn
a are n-th step approximation for the Algorithm TMSDM and assume

that κm+1 − κm and µm+1
a − µm

a are sufficiently small for all m = 0, · · · , n− 1. Then we have

‖(κn, µn
a)− (κ, µa)‖V ≤ C1(C2)n|F (κ0, µ0

a)− F (κ, µa)| (3.5)

where C1 is a positive constant and C2 is a positive constant less than 1.

Proof. Let V = V1 + · · ·+Vd, where Vl, l = 1, · · · , d is the restriction of V into Ωl, l = 1, · · · , d. Then,
considering that V is a convex closed subspace of reflexive Banach space L2(Ω), we need only to show
that assumptions (3.1), (3, 2) and (3, 3) for Theorem 3.1 in,13 holds for our case to prove the above
theorem. These assumption can easily be shown using the local strong convexity convexity (3.3),
with the aid of Taylor expansion of F ′, mutual disjointness of Vl, l = 1, · · · , d, and Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality.

4. NUMERICAL TEST

In this section, we will test the efficiency of proposed two algorithms: Algorithm TMODDM for
forward solver and Algorithm TMSDM for inverse solver using simulated data.

4.1. Algorithm TMODDM

Refer to Figure 1 (b) for a picture of the simulated problem. Let Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1] be divided into
20×20 square elements. Let µa = 1, κ = 0.9 and 0.1 at the white region and black region, respectively.
Let the location of source be (0.2, 0).

In Figure 1, one level Schwarz method and two level Schwarz method is compared when Ω is
divided into 2 × 2 square subdomains of the same size. Let the overlapping region be composed
of all 2w + 1 consecutive points on either side of the boundary points of each subdomain except
∂Ω, where integer w is the width of overlapping region. We have solved (2.2) by the proposed
Algorithm TMODDM and one level Schwarz method. We compare the error of computed pho-
ton densities at each nodes between the two methods and LU method. The nodes are arranged
as (0, 0), (1/20, 0), · · · , (1, 0), (0, 1/20), · · · , (1, 1). Thus the number of source point is 5 which has a
apparent high peak in Figure 1. In Figure 1 (a),(c), and (e), the photon density approximation after 3,
6, 10 iterations of one-level Schwarz is plotted dashed line and the solution by LU method is plotted in
solid line. In Figure 1 (d) and (f), the photon density approximation after 1,2 iterations by Algorithm
TMODDM is plotted. Compared to one level Schwarz method, the discrimination of the solution of
Algorithm TMODDM with that of LU method is nearly impossible in Figure 1(f). Note that the
solution of LU method is exact, if we neglect round off error.

In Table 1, the effect of the number of subdomains and the width of overlapping region is considered.
The L2 error between LU method and Algorithm TMODDM is compared. As the width is larger,
the error was decreased with a few exceptions. But the effect of the number of subdomains is not so
remarkable. When iteration is small, the solution at 16 domains is more exact but the situation is
reversed as iteration increases.

4.2. Algorithm TMSDM

In this section, various geometry of Ω, κ, sources and detectors location, and the degree of noise and
Tikhonov regularization parameter will be considered for the implementation of Algorithm TMSDM.
The maximum number of iteration for coarse level and subspace correction for each subdomains are 10.
Let us denote as one cycle, this subspace correction after coarse level correction with 10 maximum
iteration. As a forward solver we have used Algorithm TMODDM with maximum iteration 3 and
overlapping width 1. The decomposition of subdomains was chosen the same for the forward solver



Subdomains \ Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6
4 domains, width 1 .964e-03 .764e-07 .191e-07 .765e-09 .755e-11 .844e-12
4 domains, width 2 .834e-03 .763e-07 .160e-07 .692e-09 .110e-10 .477e-12
4 domains, width 3 .717e-03 .128e-06 .151e-07 .488e-09 .159e-11 .631e-12
16 domains, width 1 .119e-03 .740e-07 .191e-07 .101e-08 .193e-10 .743e-12

Table 1. The effect of multiple subdomains and overlapping width to the convergence.

and the inverse solver. In this section, we have fixed µa = 1 and considered only diffusion coefficient
with two constants 0.9 (white region) and 0.1 (black region) as appears in Figure 2(a) and Figure
3(a). Although diffusion coefficient is used, it is a simple matter to consider absorption coefficient µa

also.

In Figure 2, we have considered Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1] divided into 20 × 20. In Figure 2(a), the
original image of diffusion coefficient is depicted. Sources and detectors are located all over the
boundary as in Figure 2(b). The image is reconstructed using 2× 2 subdomains after one cycle. The
coarse level reconstruction and subspace correction at each subdomains, for case without noise, is
shown in Figure 2(c) and (d). A 1% multiplicative noise was added to the measured data Γij , i =
1, · · · , Nd, j = 1, · · · , Ns using Gaussian random noise generator with mean 0 and standard deviation
1. Reconstruction for the noisy data are shown in Figures 2(e) and 2(f). In Figure 2(e) and (f), the
result of Algorithm TMSDM is compared between Tikhonov parameter α = 0(no regularization)
and α = 1.e − 12. The smallest singular value of Jacobian matrix was of order 1.e − 13. Thus the
choice of regularization parameter plays a critical role in the reconstruction.

In Figure 3, we have considered thin slab type Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 0.2] divided into 20 × 4 elements.
Algorithm TMSDM with 4 × 1 subdomains is implemented to reconstruct κ in Figure 3(a). The
sources and detectors are located on all the nodes in the upper and lower part of ∂Ω as in Figure 3(b).
1% noise is added to photon densities at the boundary and we have used Tikhonov regularization
value of 1.e − 13. After one cycle and two cycle, the approximated value is presented in Figure 3(c)
and 3(d).
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(a)One level Schwarz method, after 3 iterations
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(c)One level Schwarz method, after 6 iterations
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(d)Two level Schwarz method, after 1 iterations
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(e)One level Schwarz method, after 10 iterations
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(f)Two level Schwarz method, after 2 iterations

Figure 1. Comparison between one level Schwarz method and two level Schwarz method
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(d)Subspace correction at 4th subdomain, no noise
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Figure 2. Reconstruction using Algorithm TMSDM on squares with 2 × 2 subdomains
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Figure 3. Reconstruction using Algorithm TMSDM on thin slab with 4 × 1 subdomains and Tikhonov
parameter 1.e− 13


